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Abstract14

Cassini discovered Saturn’s innermost radiation belt during the end of its mission. The15

belt is populated with relativistic protons, probably up to the trapping limit of ≈ 20GeV.16

It extends from Saturn’s dense atmosphere into and throughout the D-ring. The A-C-rings17

separate this belt entirely from the previously known radiation belts, suggesting that the18

innermost radiation belt is populated entirely via cosmic ray albedo neutron decay. We19

find that the proton pitch angle distributions are consistent with being shaped by losses to20

the D-ring and the upper atmosphere rather than for example wave-particle interactions.21

This supports that the main loss process of this new radiation belt is energy loss in neutral22

material, different from Saturn’s other radiation belts. This property constrains the overall23

scale height of Saturn’s exosphere to < 700km and the average D-ring water molecule24

column density to being about one order of magnitude below the Enceladus gas torus.25

Plain Language Summary26

A fundamental property that a planet with a magnetic field can have is if it is en-27

compassed by radiation belts of energetic ions and electrons approaching light speed. It28

was the first discovery of the space age that this is the case for Earth. For Saturn, the29

Cassini satellite recently discovered an unknown radiation belt trapped between the planet30

and its rings. The physics of this radiation belt is as different to Saturn’s previously known31

radiation belts, as Saturn’s belts differ from Earth’s. Here we seek the reason why the pro-32

ton intensities in this new belt do not rise to extremely high values. We find that this is33

because the densities of Saturn’s high atmosphere and inner rings are sufficiently high to34

deplete the protons as fast as they are produced.35

1 Introduction36

Saturn’s proton radiation belts show properties that are unique in our solar system37

and make them an ideal test bed to study some aspects of radiation belt physics. Radiation38

belts other than Saturn’s proton belts are populated with particles from various sources,39

including particles that were accelerated in the magnetosphere and then radially trans-40

ported inward. These mechanisms can be difficult to disentangle. At Saturn, such radial41

transport is efficiently blocked by the moons and main rings [Roussos et al., 2008; Koll-42

mann et al., 2013]. Since Saturn’s radiation belts therefore cannot be supplied by magne-43

tospheric ions, their dominant source process for MeV and GeV protons is the decay of44
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secondary neutrons produced by cosmic rays impacting neutral material around Saturn.45

This so called CRAND process (cosmic ray albedo neutron decay) is especially efficient46

thanks to Saturn’s dense main rings [Hess et al., 1961; Cooper, 1983; Kotova et al., 2018].47

The intensity of Saturn’s radiation belts between the F-ring and the orbit of Tethys48

is limited by radial diffusive transport into the moon and ring orbits. Radial diffusion ex-49

plains the intensity profiles measured during one orbit [Cooper, 1983; Kollmann et al.,50

2013] and the year-long intensity modulation [Kollmann and Roussos et al., 2017].51

It took until the end of the Cassini mission in 2017 to finally observe Saturn’s in-52

nermost radiation belt [Roussos and Kollmann et al., 2018]. The dominant population of53

the belt is MeV and GeV protons. The belt extends from the D73 ringlet to Saturn’s dense54

atmosphere. Cassini was able to measure protons trapped in the D-ring while being mag-55

netically connected to it from high latitudes. It was not necessary to actually fly vertically56

through the D-ring itself. Since charged particles continuously bounce through the D-ring,57

they are much more sensitive to the ring density than light, which only passes through a58

ring once.59

The presence of Saturn’s innermost radiation belt was predicted earlier [Van Allen60

et al., 1980; Cooper, 2008; Kollmann et al., 2015], where it was suggested that its inten-61

sity profiles would be determined by different physics than for the belts outside of the62

rings: the loss mechanism of the innermost belt would not be radial diffusion but local63

energy loss in the D-ring and the atmosphere that affects also particles that do not reach64

the loss cone.65

The measurements during Cassini’s last orbits are discussed in Sec. 2. The main66

topic of the current paper is the first quantitative data analysis. We discuss the coupling of67

the proton radiation belts with the D-ring and the upper atmosphere (Sec. 3) and use this68

to estimate the density of the inner D-ring (Sec. 5).69

2 Data70

Our analysis is based on data from the LEMMS instrument (low energy magneto-71

spheric measurement system, Krimigis et al. [2004]). The raw data from the innermost72

radiation belt are described in Roussos and Kollmann et al. [2018] and Krupp et al. [2018].73

We summarize the key points in S.1.1 in the supporting online material (SOM) and show74

raw counts in SOM S.1.5.75
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To convert the measured raw count rates into physically meaningful intensities we76

follow the same technique as in Roussos and Kollmann et al. [2018], where we assume77

an intensity distribution j, calculate the expected count rates Rr , compare them to the78

measured count rates Rm, and change the assumption until the discrepancy ∆ (see Eq. 3)79

reaches a minimum and is small. Sample comparisons between Rr and Rm for different80

assumptions discussed below are provided in SOM S.1.6 to S.1.10. Forward modeling is81

similar to performing curve fitting. The difference is that we fit intensities to counts in-82

stead of intensities to intensities.83

We assume that j can be described as84

j(αeq, E) = jAJ(αeq)A(E) (1)85

where j and jA are differential intensities and J and A are dimensionless quantities. The86

pitch angle distribution (PAD) J(αeq) is assumed to be independent of energy, which is87

reasonable since PAD shapes commonly stay similar for wide energy ranges [Roussos88

et al., 2011; Clark et al., 2014]. The PAD will be discussed throughout Sec. 3. The en-89

ergy dependence A is90

A(E) =
(

E
E0

)γ 1
1 + exp

(
(E − EC)/KT

) (2)91

where we fix E0 = 39MeV without loss of generality. The energy dependence follows92

a power law in energy that cuts off sharply at energy EC . Power laws with some sort93

of cutoff or roll over are common in radiation belts [Garrett et al., 2012; Selesnick et al.,94

2014; Adriani et al., 2015]. The sharpness of the cutoff is assumed as KT = 0.05EC . The95

forward model requires EC > 1GeV, implying that the spectrum may extend up to the96

trapping limit at 20GeV (Roussos and Kollmann et al. [2018], Fig. S.7). We therefore fix97

EC = 20GeV.98

All free parameters ( jA, γ, and the implicit parameters in J) are independently de-99

termined for each L-shell. The power law exponent is found to be −1.3 < γ < −0.7 (see100

SOM S.1.11A). Fixing γ to a value in this range still yields reasonable results but larger101

errors. Other parameters are discussed in Sec. 3.102

The difference between modeled and measured rate is quantified via the root-mean-103

square error ∆.104

∆ =

√√√
I∑
i

(δi)2
/

I (3)105
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with δi = log Ri
r − log Ri

m, where i runs over all I measurement bins at the given L-shell.106

Minimized ∆ values are provided in SOM S.1.11C and more details on the forward mod-107

eling in general in SOM S.1.2.108

3 Pitch angle distribution shaped by neutral material interaction109

The forward model that we use to retrieve intensities from the raw counts (Sec. 2)110

relies on assuming a shape of the PAD. Throughout the following sections, we will as-111

sume various PAD shapes and show and discuss the resulting intensities.112

The varying success of fitting with different PAD shapes will provide insights into113

the physics of Saturn’s innermost radiation belt. Generally, PADs may be shaped by diffu-114

sion in pitch angle that drives particles into the dense atmosphere [Selesnick et al., 2003].115

Since energetic protons are barely scattered while being stopped in matter [Ziegler, 2008;116

Kollmann et al., 2013], pitch angle diffusion can only result from wave-particle interac-117

tions. We will demonstrate that such waves are not necessary to reproduce the data.118

3.1 Phenomenological PAD119

We start without implying any physics by assuming a purely phenomenological PAD120

121

J(αeq) =
1 + exp

(
(C − α0)/kt

)
sinN α0

sinN (αeq)

1 + exp
(
(C − αeq)/kt

) (4)122

The value of α0 = 90◦ is chosen without loss of generality. A Sine-function to the power123

of N is a common description of PADs [Rymer et al., 2008; Clark et al., 2014] and was124

applied earlier to this data [Roussos and Kollmann et al., 2018].125

The PAD drops into the loss cone below angle C. We assume that this drop is abrupt126

by selecting kt = 0.18◦. Results are not sensitive to kt as long as kt is small. The geomet-127

ric loss cone C is the largest equatorial pitch angle where charged particles enter Saturn’s128

1-bar surface before magnetically mirroring. We calculate C based on conservation of the129

first adiabatic invariant during the bounce motion [Roederer, 1970] through tracing in our130

magnetic field model to both poles, taking into account Saturn’s oblateness (equatorial ra-131

dius 60268km= 1RS , polar radius 58232km, Seidelmann et al. [2007]). Since particles132

entering the loss cone are lost very efficiently, the intensity inside the loss cone is usually133

negligible.134
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Figures/Fig1_PAD.pdf

Figure 1. Equatorial pitch angle distributions (PADs) of 300MeV protons based on the raw data and for-

ward models assuming different PADs. Vertical lines indicate the geometric loss cone angle below which

particles reach Saturn’s 1-bar surface. The “lower limit” atmosphere is based on Koskinen et al. [2013] and

fits the raw count rates well. The “upper limit” is provided by the Cassini atmosphere engineering model.

We do not consider the best fit from the “upper limit” atmosphere (red) as a good fit. Other models that are

unlikely or have poor fits are not shown for clarity. The discrepancy ∆ provided in the legends is defined in

Eq. (3).
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We find that the phenomenological PAD fits the observed count rates. A sample135

comparison between measured and phenomenologically modeled count rates is provided in136

SOM S.1.7. Figure 1 shows modeled PAD intensities for L-shells within the D-ring and137

within Saturn’s exosphere. It can be seen that these PADs cover several orders of mag-138

nitude in intensity even before reaching the loss cone. Such a change is unusually steep139

compared to Saturn’s magnetosphere beyond the rings, where intensity changes with pitch140

angle well below an order of magnitude are the norm [Clark et al., 2014]. The reason for141

this steepness is discussed below.142
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3.2 PAD from interaction with atmosphere150

We hypothesize that the steep change in intensities even outside the loss cone is a151

result of the interaction with Saturn’s exosphere. Already before a particle reaches the152

high densities at the 1-bar surface, it interacts with the exosphere above that.153

Charged particles traversing the neutral material of an atmosphere, ring, or gas torus154

lose energy. This energy loss modifies the shape of the energy spectrum, often in a way155

that the intensity at each energy is decreasing, which is why we will often refer to the156

energy loss also as a particle loss. The quantitative relation between charged particle in-157

tensity and neutral density has been derived and used in previous studies [Kollmann et al.,158

2013, 2015, 2016]. We summarize the derivation and discuss its application to the used159

data in SOM S.1.4. The main assumption, which turns out to reproduce the data well, is160

that the PAD J(αeq) is energy independent. Any kind of energy dependence therefore af-161

fects the absolute value of j(E, αeq) but not the relative change of J(αeq) with pitch angle162

at any given energy. With this in mind, the final relation between intensity and neutral163

density is164

j(E, αeq) ∝ J(αeq) =
nA

ñ(αeq)
(5)165

nA is a scaling factor with the dimension of a number density. ñ is the bounce-166

averaged neutral material density that a charged particle is exposed to over its bounce time167

TB [Walt, 1994], which is different to the density n at a single location in space. ñ ac-168

counts for the local density significantly changing along the particle trajectory and weights169

the density by the time the particle spends in it. Since the particle stays relatively long170

near its mirror points, high latitude densities are highly weighted.171

ñ(L, αeq) =

∫ TB

0 n
(
®r(t)

)
dt

TB
(6)172

®r(t) describes the particle location over time t during its bounce motion.173

Note that the bounce-averaged density ñ is a function of pitch angle and solely re-174

sponsible here for the shape of the pitch angle distribution J. For equatorially mirror-175

ing pitch angles, ñ equals the equatorial density. More field-aligned pitch angles reach176

into deeper atmospheric layers. This makes ñ rise and j decrease with falling αeq , which177

shows that the shape of the pitch angle distribution j(αeq) reflects the shape of 1/n(r),178

the inverse of the atmospheric altitude profile. This behavior naturally creates a loss cone,179

even though its onset can deviate by < 10◦ from the geometric loss cone. Since this devi-180
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ation is likely a result of our current determination of ñ through a simple magnetic dipole181

model, while we use a third order model to determine the geometric loss cone, we use ñ182

from a neighboring L-shell to shift the loss cone to its expected location.183

To calculate ñ, we use the H2 exosphere of scale height 200km determined by Kosk-184

inen et al. [2013] and the dense H2 atmosphere by Shemansky and Liu [2012] (Fig. 2C).185

We term this our “lower limit” model, as explained below. A H corona, plume [Sheman-186

sky et al., 2009], or ionosphere [Nagy et al., 2009] are not included in this first attempt,187

nor do we account for latitude or time dependencies [Koskinen et al., 2015].188

After selection of the atmospheric profile, our free parameters are the overall inten-189

sity, now described by the product jAnA, and the spectral slope γ (see Eq. 1). One exam-190

ple PAD resulting from this atmosphere is shown in Fig. 1A. The “lower limit” density191

model fits the raw data almost as well as the phenomenological PAD from Sec. 3.1, as192

quantified with ∆.193

In order to test how sensitive the energetic protons are to the atmosphere model, we194

also try another model. The “upper limit” model, namely the Cassini project engineer-195

ing atmosphere model [Strobel, 2015] that is based on data from Koskinen et al. [2013,196

2015], mostly adds a H corona with upper limit densities, see Fig. 2C. This model was197

designed to predict when Cassini would start tumbling during its last orbits and therefore198

works best in the dense atmosphere. At altitudes above its specified validity range, it has199

an H corona based on a ratio of H/H2 = 0.05 at the exobase, meaning that its H den-200

sity is an upper limit. The H has a scale height of 700km, which is longer than Saturn’s201

H2 exospheric scale height but shorter than Jupiter’s H corona with 1000km scale height202

[Gladstone et al., 2004].203

The “upper limit” model with its slowly changing density over distance yields PADs204

that change similarly slowly with pitch angle outward of the loss cone. An example of205

such a PAD is shown in Fig. 1A. Even though we show the best fit to the data here, this206

is not a good fit. Slowly changing PADs are not consistent with the proton data and the207

error of the forward model using the “upper limit” atmosphere is on average 2.5 times as208

large as of the other models (see Fig. S8C). We will therefore not use results based on the209

“upper limit” model in the following.210
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We refer to the models as upper and lower limits since assuming no H corona at211

all and assuming a dense corona brackets Saturn’s actual exosphere. Testing both demon-212

strates that the proton measurements are sensitive enough to at least rule out some rea-213

sonable exospheric models. The proton data is more consistent with the assumption of no214

corona than of a dense corona. While this does not rule out a corona, it suggests that the215

corona is tenuous or of a scale height comparable to the H2 exosphere. Future analysis216

will refine this constraint.217

3.3 PAD from interaction with D-ring230

Running the forward model for the entire innermost radiation belt shows that the231

PADs change with distance, independent of what function is used to describe them: Mov-232

ing from small L into the D-ring shows that the phenomenological PADs become more233

isotropic in the D-ring (illustrated in SOM S.1.11B). The D-ring is also the region where234

PADs shaped only by losses to the atmosphere do not fit the data well. (The “lower limit”235

model reaches errors ∆ > 0.1 for L > 1.09 and is discarded for larger distances, see SOM236

S.1.11C.) These findings suggest that additional losses to the D-ring are needed to repro-237

duce D-ring data.238

Interaction with the D-ring can formally be calculated as for the atmosphere (Eq.239

5). The only difference is the scaling of the bounce-averaged density ñ with pitch angle.240

For the atmosphere, this density is highest for field-aligned protons that dip into the denser241

atmosphere. For a ring, ñ is highest for equatorially mirroring protons that spend all their242

time close to the ring. (Exactly equatorial particles never encounter the ring plane due to243

the small offset of the magnetic equator [Burton et al., 2010]. Since these particles never244

reach Cassini, we ignore the offset here.)245

In order to calculate ñ to determine the PAD, we assume that the D-ring is a slab of246

constant density n, meaning that its ice grains are spread out into a homogenous gas. This247

treatment would break down if a significant fraction of grains or boulders in the ring stops248

a proton already after a small number of impacts [Kollmann et al., 2015]. It requires mm-249

sized grains to affect our lowest and m-sized grains to affect our highest energy protons.250

We do not expect a high abundance of either in a tenuous ring [Hedman et al., 2007], so251

that our approach is applicable here.252
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Figures/Fig2_radial.pdf

Figure 2. Panel A: 300MeV proton intensities in Saturn’s innermost radiation belt as a function of L-shell,

which measures distance in multiples of Saturn radii (1RS = 60268km). Intensities are from forward models

constrained by measured data. Error bars span the range resulting from different assumptions used for the

forward models (Sec. 3). X-symbols mark our best guess intensity (explained in Sec. 4.1). The radiation belt

likely extends down to L ≈ 1.03 but there are not enough data below L = 1.05 to run our forward model.

While the intensities for αeq = 90◦ protons are not well constrained, their difference to the 80◦ intensities

illustrates the change in PAD shape between the D-ring and the exosphere. Panel B: Similar as panel A but for

omnidirectional intensities. The highest energy protons have 1-20GeV in this belt. Panel C: Neutral molecule

densities. Densities are particles per volume and provided in Saturn’s equatorial plane unless stated otherwise

in the legend. The “lower limit” model only includes H2, the “upper limit” model combines H2 with a dense

H corona (Sec. 3.2). D-ring densities are derived in Sec. 5. Ringlet densities are estimated based on the depth

of the proton intensity depletion (Sec. 4.2).
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We assume a latitudinal extent of the ring equivalent to a thickness H = 100m at253

L = 1.17, an order of magnitude above the A-ring thickness [Charnoz et al., 2009]. The254

bounce-averaged density ñ from Eq. (6) becomes for a ring255

ñ = n
Tr
TB
≈

nH
v‖TB

(7)256

Tr is the time the particle spends in the ring and v‖ its velocity parallel to the magnetic257

field while in the ring plane. The product nH is the water molecule column density. The258

approximation in Eq. (7) is true if the pitch angle is field aligned enough and the ring thin259

enough so that v‖ does not significantly change within the ring. This is the case: Even the260

most equatorial pitch angles reaching LEMMS from the D-ring, αeq ≈ 70◦, would require261

the ring to be thicker than H > 0.2RS to change v‖ by a factor of > 2.262

Combining Eqs. (1), (5), and (7) yields263

j ≈ jA
nA v‖TB

nH
A (8)264

Free parameters in the forward model are the product ( jAnA)/(nH) and γ. We calculate265

the value of nH, without the other factors, in Sec. 5.266

Figure 1B shows an example PAD resulting from combining atmospheric and D-ring267

losses. The main difference to the phenomenological PAD is the low intensity for αeq =268

90◦. This model fits the data slightly better than the phenomenological model (compare269

Figs. S.1.9 with S.1.10 and their ∆). We therefore consider this model as the most likely270

one and conclude that the PADs are consistent with being solely determined by losses in271

atmosphere and ring.272

The data inward of the D-ring edge can be reproduced by either assuming a much273

smaller density than in the bulk of the D-ring or by assuming no ring at all. This means274

that the proton data cannot be used to measure the gradual decay of the D-ring inward of275

its inner edge that is suggested by the normalized I/F reflectance [Hedman et al., 2013].276

4 Discussion of loss processes277

4.1 D-ring and atmosphere278

An overview of different forward model results is provided by Fig. 2A-B, showing279

intensities as a function of L-shell for different energies and pitch angles. Only models280

with errors ∆ < 0.1 are included. The error bars provide the intensity range covered by281
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the various models. X-symbols mark the best guess intensities: Within the D-ring, the282

best guess uses the model that has the best fit, is physics-based and suggests proton losses283

in the D-ring. Within the exosphere, the best guess averages over the model results since284

their fits and assumptions are similarly good.285

The intensities rise with increasing distance to Saturn in a similar way as the loss286

rate in the exosphere decreases. The intensities do not keep rising after reaching the D-287

ring but level off instead. This suggests that energy loss in the D-ring limits the intensities288

and that the D-ring has a constant density, except at its ringlets discussed in Sec. 4.2.289

Except for equatorially mirroring protons, we find the intensities to peak at Lp ≈290

1.09. We already suggested in Kollmann et al. [2015] that there would be a location in the291

range 1 < L < 1.1 where the combined proton losses due to ring and exosphere reach292

a minimum. Since neutral density and proton intensity are inversely proportional to each293

other (Eq. 5), the density minimum leads to an intensity maximum. We will use this be-294

havior to estimate the D-ring density in Sec. 5.295

We are not able to constrain the intensity of equatorially mirroring protons to a high296

degree of certainty since measuring this population requires Cassini to traverse the equa-297

torial plane, which only occurred in the range 1.04 < L < 1.06. Nevertheless, low inten-298

sities of αeq ≈ 90◦ protons and adjacent pitch angles provide a better fit to the data than299

high intensities (Fig. 1B). The change in equatorial intensities between the D-ring and the300

region inward of the D-ring is a good illustration for the change in the PAD shape with301

L-shell and allows us to rule out an alternative explanation for the low intensities of near-302

equatorial protons. In principle, low equatorial intensities may result from the source if it303

is dominated by CRAND from the rings: CRAND neutrons from the rings cannot pop-304

ulate pitch angles close to the magnetic equator because the rings are very close to the305

magnetic equator and will stop neutrons moving through the ring plane. However, such306

shadowing would deplete the equatorial intensities at all L, not just throughout the D-ring.307

In summary, the main loss process determining the radial and pitch angle distribu-308

tions is local energy loss in neutral material. Pitch angle diffusion into atmospheric mate-309

rial and the source’s PAD play no major role.310
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4.2 Ringlets311

The D-ring is highly structured. Most notably it includes three ringlets referred to as312

D68, D72, and D73, as well as the outer, more dense D-ring, right outward of D73 [Hed-313

man et al., 2007]. Yellow shaded areas in Fig. 2 illustrate either the width of the ringlet or314

the radial extent that it covers (for example due to an elliptic orbit), depending on what is315

larger.316

It can be seen that the D68 ringlet depletes the proton intensities by a factor of317

≈ 10, with the exact value depending on energy. This suggests that D68 has a higher318

water molecule column density than the bulk D-ring. Note that the proton drift through319

the ringlet will average over the longitudinal asymmetries present in the ringlet [Hedman320

et al., 2007]. The alternative to a higher density is the presence of meter-sized boulders321

or moonlets that absorb protons at the first encounter, different to the smaller grains we322

assume for the D-ring. The locations of intensity minimum and ringlet center deviate by323

≈ 0.005RS , which may be due to the used magnetic field model.324

Interestingly, the width of the depletion of GeV protons (Fig. 2B, orange curve) is325

broader than the radial extent of the ringlet, even when accounting for long-term changes326

in the ringlet location [Hedman et al., 2014]. At MeV energies (blue), the signature of327

the D68 ringlet is subtle. The gyroradius of a charged particle makes the effective area328

where the particle can be absorbed larger than the absorbing body or ring. The gyroradius329

of GeV protons is of the order of 0.01RS . Since this is similar to the width of the D68330

absorption feature at GeV energies, it suggests that the gyroradius is responsible for the331

broadness of the depletion. The gyroradius is an order of magnitude smaller at MeV ener-332

gies and therefore similar to the extent of the D68 ringlet. This is less than we can resolve333

and therefore consistent with the absence of a notable absorption at MeV energies.334

There are alternative explanations for the width and energy dependence of the ringlet335

dropouts: the broad depletion may result from radial diffusion, like in Saturn’s outer pro-336

ton belts that show intensity reductions already outward of the moon orbits. However, the337

diffusion coefficient follows DLL ∝ L10 outward of the main rings [Cooper, 1983; Koll-338

mann and Roussos et al., 2017], which yields negligible DLL values if it can be extrapo-339

lated to the innermost belt [Kollmann et al., 2015].340
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Interestingly, the D72 ringlet does not cause significant proton absorption. While in-341

frared and visible observations suggest differences in the grain size distribution and com-342

position of D-ring and D72 ringlet [Hedman et al., 2007], our proton data suggests that343

their column densities are comparable.344

All intensities are low within the outer D-ring, suggesting a high density in this re-345

gion, which is consistent with this being the only part of the D-ring where the optical346

depth could be determined [Hedman et al., 2007]. The outer D-ring is wide enough that347

all measured protons can be immersed in it, irrespective of their gyroradius. The onset348

of the absorption already starts outward of the neighboring D73 ringlet for GeV energies,349

consistent with this resulting from a large gyroradius. At MeV energies, the intensities are350

consistent with following an abrupt change at the D73 boundary that is smeared out by351

our L-shell determination and binning.352

5 D-ring density estimate353

Both the exosphere and the D-ring remove protons. We use the fact that the proton354

loss rate (change of proton phase space density per time) due to the D-ring increases to-355

wards the ring, while the loss rate due to the exosphere decreases with distance to Saturn.356

Adding a rising function to a falling function yields a function with a minimum where357

both functions are equal. We will call the location where the total loss rate reaches its358

minimum Lp . At Lp , the loss rates of ring and exosphere are equal:359

d f
dt

����
rng
=

d f
dt

����
exo

(9)360

The loss rates can be calculated through Eq. (18) in the SOM. Inserting the intensities361

from our forward model and using energy loss values for a pure H2 exosphere and a ring362

of H2O ice we get (see SOM S.1.4) for our energy range363

ñrng ≈ ñexo/0.2 (10)364

We apply Eq. (6) to the “lower limit” atmosphere (that fits the data best) and find365

that the bounce-averaged density ñexo only differs by a factor of 2 from the equatorial den-366

sity nexo at Lp:367

ñexo = 2nexo for αeq = 80◦ (11)368
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Assuming a D-ring with parameters as in Sec. 3.3 and applying Eq. (7) yields a369

large difference between bounce averaged and equatorial densities in case of the D-ring:370

ñrng = 9 × 10−6 nrng for αeq = 80◦ (12)371

We identify Lp ≈ 1.09 as the location of minimum loss rate because this minimum372

goes along with the observed maximum in αeq = 80◦ intensity. The exospheric neutral373

density at Lp based on our “lower limit” model is ñexo = 9 × 107/m3 [Koskinen et al.,374

2013]. Since this density would change by an order of magnitude when Lp is modified by375

0.01RS , the following estimates need to be considered with caution. With Eqs. (10) and376

(12) the water molecule number density of a H = 100m thick ring at Lp , inward of the D-377

ring edge is nrng = 5 × 1013/m3. We assume that the density increases exponentially with378

a scale length of 1000km until the D-ring edge, as suggested by the optically observed379

normalized I/F [Hedman et al., 2013]. This increase is consistent with the L-dependence380

we find for the proton intensities. The estimated density at L = 1.11, in the D-ring, is381

therefore nrng ≈ 2 × 1014/m3. Since we cannot distinguish dense thick and tenuous thin382

rings, more robust than nrng and H is the column density nH = 2 × 1016/m2. For compari-383

son, this column density is an order of magnitude lower than for the Enceladus neutral gas384

torus collocated with the E-ring [Hartogh et al., 2011].385

nrng are water molecule densities averaged over the ring volume. In reality, the water386

is clustered into ice grains. If all grains have the same radius a, the number of grains per387

volume ¯̄n can be calculated with388

nrng =
ρ

M
4π
3

a3 ¯̄n (13)389

ρ is the mass density of the water ice grains that we assume here as ρ = 103kg/m3 and M390

the mass of a water molecule. If we assume a = 1µm, the typical size for the inner D-ring391

[Hedman et al., 2007], we get ¯̄n ≈ 1× 103/m3. This is 104 times higher than for µm-grains392

in the E-ring [Kempf et al., 2008].393

More realistic than assuming a single grain size is the use of a distribution function394

n, describing grains of radius a per volume and radius interval. We assume395

n = n0

(
a
a0

)−3
(14)396

as it is typical for rings [Charnoz et al., 2009]. The average water density nrng then be-397

comes398

nrng =
ρ

M

∫ amax

amin

4π
3

na3 da =
ρ

M
4π
3

n0a3
0
(
amax − amin

)
(15)399
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Since a direct observation of the ring density can only be performed by entering the400

D-ring, we relate it to the optical depth τ, which can be observed remotely.401

τ =

∫ amax

amin

nHπa2 da = n0Hπa3
0

(
ln(amax) − ln(amin)

)
(16)402

H is the ring thickness. We solve Eq. (15) for na3
0. Introducing na3

0 into Eq. (16), using403

our nrng value, and assuming H = 100m, amax = 1µm, and amin = 0.1nm yields τ ≈404

4 × 10−6. This is consistent with optical observations showing τ < 10−3 for the inner D-405

ring [Hedman et al., 2007]. Future analysis should be able to further constrain the D-ring406

density.407

6 Summary408

1. This paper analyzes data from Saturn’s innermost radiation belt. The following409

properties were already known from previous studies [Roussos and Kollmann et al.,410

2018]: It is populated by protons with at least 25MeV and potentially up to 20GeV.411

It is located between the D73 ringlet and Saturn’s dense atmosphere (1.03 < L <412

1.23, see also Fig. 2A) and clearly separated by Saturn’s A-C-rings from the al-413

ready known proton belts (2.27 < L < 4.9).414

2. The pitch angle distributions of the innermost belt are consistent with being shaped415

by losses in the exosphere and the D-ring (Fig. 1). Pitch angle diffusion is at most416

a secondary effect.417

3. From high to low altitudes, the inferred intensities are relatively uniform through-418

out the L-shells of the D-ring, show a maximum at L ≈ 1.09, where the combined419

losses from ring plus exosphere reach their minimum, and decrease towards Sat-420

urn’s dense atmosphere (Fig. 2).421

4. We conclude based on 2. and 3. that the main loss process of the innermost radi-422

ation belt is local energy loss in neutral material. This is in strong contrast to the423

proton belts outward of the main rings, where the main loss process is radial diffu-424

sion [Kollmann and Roussos et al., 2017].425

5. The proton pitch angle distributions indicate that the overall scale height of all426

species in Saturn’s exosphere needs to be < 700km, consistent with the H2 den-427

sities from Koskinen et al. [2013]. The data are not consistent with a H corona of428

long scale height or high density (Sec. 3.2).429
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6. Proton measurements were used to constrain the water molecule column density of430

the bulk D-ring to nH = 2 × 1016/m2. This density is equivalent to an optical depth431

of τ ≈ 4 × 10−6 (Sec. 5).432

7. The D72 ringlet absorbs protons as efficiently as the bulk of the D-ring, suggesting433

that ring and ringlet have a similar density despite their different optical appearance434

(Sec. 4.2).435
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